
ADMISSION NOTICE 2021-2022 
NOTICE DATED: 14-08-2021  

Honours Selection Criteria 
1. All students to be admitted under honours course only.  

2. List is prepared for each honours subject depending on the preference given by the students. First 

preference list will be called first merit list followed by the other two if seats remain unfilled. 

3. Merit list is prepared with the following  formula: 

A. If concerned subject exists: 

% of [Grand total marks + Marks obtained in the concerned subject] 

B. If concerned subject does not exist: 

% of Grand total marks 

The following students are provisionally selected for admission into BA 1st Semester with Honours in merit 

with the following conditions.  

 

1. Student must submit UNIQUE ID in the confirmation undertaking by generating at the link 

http://dheonlineadmission.amtron.in/sp/ provided by Government of Assam.  

 

2.  Student must download the undertaking form (From College website www.mdkgcollege.edu.in from 

Admission Notice Section at Menu Bar) for Seat Confirmation at MDKG College and submit the filled up 

undertaking form mailing to the following mail id. Only those candidates whose names are in the Merit 

List are directed to send the confirmation and no other confirmation from any candidates will be 

accepted.  

 mdkgseatconfirmation@gmail.com  

 

3.  Last date of submission of confirmation is 17-08-2021.  

 If the confirmation is not given within the last date and time, their seat will be cancelled.  

 

4. 2nd List will be published on 20-08-2021.   

 

4.  Original Document Verification date will be notified later.  

 

5.  Regarding the payment of Admission Fees further notification will be issued if any directives come from the 

Government of Assam. 

MERIT LIST (CLICK THE CONCERN SUBJECT TO VIEW THE MERIT LIST) 

ASSAMESE      ENGLISH 

ECONOMICS     EDUCATION 

GEOGRAPHY     POLITICAL SCIENCE 

SOCIOLOGY     HISTORY 

HOME SCIENCE     PHILOSOPHY 

MATHEMATICS     SANSKRIT 

 

 

Sd/- 

Principal, MDKG College, Dibrugarh 
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